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THE CONCEPT OF “NOTHING” IN THE EAST AND WEST

THE CONCEPT OF “NOTHING” IN THE EAST AND
WEST IN REFERENCE TO D. T. SUZUKI’S JAPANESE
TRANSLATION OF DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM N. 82†

Tatsuya Nagashima*

PROLOGUE

The topic of this essay is “nothing(ness).” The concept of “nothing” is
not only used in a logical or ontological context, but also in our daily life;
in conversations, parables, clichés and axioms. In Zen Buddhism, how-
ever, we hardly find a more important concept than “nothing,” because it
provides Zen practitioners with a jumping board to look into themselves,
and therefrom to see the Universal Being. They call it Satori, which is, as it
were, a cosmic insight. For them, “nothing” is not a mere abstract concept
but a sign of discovery of a new life and a new world.

As people well know, Zen Buddhism was first academically presented
to the West by D. T. Suzuki.1 But few know that the same Suzuki first
introduced Swedenborg to the Japanese by his translations. My primary
incentive for writing this essay stems from what I found in D. T. Suzuki’s
Japanese translation of Divine Love and Wisdom. His conflict as a translator
could be my own conflict as well. I am anxious to know what really is
meant by this “nothingness,” which is so uniquely employed by Zen
Buddhists. Consequently a question will arise as to what makes people
think so differently in the East and West regarding it.

The second incentive for writing this paper is just to deepen my
thoughts as a New Churchman and to reflect on my experiences in Zen
practice. How to conjoin these two different views and ways in one’s life

† Paper presented at a conference on Swedenborg in Moscow, November 13-17, 1994, held
at the Russian Academy of Sciences.

* Present address: Arcana Press, 30-2, Saijo-Nishiotake, Yoshino-cho, Itano-gun,
Tokushima-ken, Japan 771-14. Fax: (0888)96-5418.

1 Heinrich Dumoulin, Zen Enlightenment—Origin and Meaning (trans. from German by
John C. Maraldo) (New York: Weatherhill, l987), pp. 4-7, especially, p.4. See also Carl G. Jung’s
comment in the following book: D. T.Suzuki (Foreword by Dr. C.G. Jung), Introduction to Zen
Buddhism (New york: Grove Press, l964), p. 9.
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looks challenging, but it is more than that. Strangely, my Christian life
based on New Church doctrines requires a Zen practice; for none is more
at risk of being trapped by the pitfall of solafideism (faith-alone faith) than
those who are theoretically opposed to it. We know no other theologian
who was more opposed to it than Swedenborg himself. If Zen Buddhists
absolutely reject any truths apart from life, we have much to learn from
them.

Let me quote a poignant remark by a Swedenborgian minister named
Herman Vetterling (alias Philangi Dasa) as the third incentive of writing
this paper. He says:

There are many followers in various parts of Europe and America
who see in this (Suzuki’s Buddhism) an important supplement to
a Christianity that has become stale in many ways. Very few reach
the depth of the original mediator, whose inspiration was Emanuel
Swedenborg.2

What was that which Christianity once had but has now lost? It is
quite true that Christian churches in Europe and America, where they
once so flourished, have been more and more devastated. We rarely see
devout meditators on the pews in the churches in big cities, except for a
few of older ages. Juniors do not mind looking around the sacred icons
with ice cream in their hand. The environmental issues on the earth
symbolically show that we also are losing the spiritual legacy in our
hearts, which is much more important than anything else for human
happiness. If what Arnold Toynbee once said is true, it is worth digging
into the hidden arcana both in the Christian religion and Zen Buddhism.
He said: “One of the most remarkable achievements in human cultures
which we have accomplished this century is an ongoing dialogue between
Christianity and Buddhism.”3

2 1968 Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 2l, pp. 470-47l.
3 Cf. Kakichi Kadowaki, Zen-Bukkyo to Kirisutokyo-Shinpi-shugi (Iwanami-shoten, 199l),

vii.
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I
D. T. SUZUKI'S CONFLICT IN TRANSLATION

In Divine Love and Wisdom n. 82 Swedenborg described what Newton
said about the concept of nothing (nihil). The following is the text accord-
ing to John C. Ager’s English translation: 4

Newton said that he now knew that the Divine, which is Being
itself, fills all things, and that to him the idea of nothing as applied
to vacuum is horrible, because that idea is destructive of all things;
and he exhorts those who talk with him about a vacuum to guard
against the idea of nothing, comparing it to a swoon, because in
nothing no real activity of mind is possible.

In the above number, the angels whom Swedenborg met in the spiritual
world deny the validity of the concept of “nothing” as well as of the
“vacuum,” because both concepts have no objective value in their life. The
angels live in heavens but not in empty space or nothingness. Nothing is
nothing, in so far as nothing can be predicated of it. Then Newton added
that the idea of nothing is destructive, that it is like a swoon, because no
mental activity is possible in its contemplation.

In the terminology of the West, the concept of nothing is a sort of
entity of reason (ens rationis) which is only in human minds and has no
valid correspondence with objective reality. Swedenborg denies an Aris-
totelian thesis of God’s creation: “creation from nothing (creatio ex nihilo).”
It was replaced by him with a creation from the Divine Love and Wisdom
(creatio ex Divino Amore et Sapientia).5 In creation, “nothing” as having a
material cause (causa materialis) should not be ascribed to the Divine
action, because in God’s creation there was no need to rely on any materi-
als. There must be one efficient cause (causa efficiens), which is the Divine
Love and Wisdom. In Divine Love and Wisdom n. 82, Newton asserted that

4 Emanuel Swedenborg, (trans. from Latin by John C. Ager) Divine Love and Wisdom (New
York: Swedenborg Foundation, l976), p. 40.

5 See True Christian Religion , n. 76:2. For further comments from another point of view, see
Alfred Acton, An Introduction to The Word Explained (Bryn Athyn: Academy of the New Church,
l927), pp. l48-149.
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the idea of nothing is destructive, and has no real activity of mind (non
datur ulla mentis actualitas), and in hearing it, man feels as it were in swoon
(deliquium).

Personally, I was much concerned with the Japanese translation by
Suzuki, one of the most prominent Buddhist scholars in modern times,
who earlier in 1914 translated Divine Love and Wisdom into Japanese. For
Zen Buddhism, the concept of nothing is the most crucial force for discov-
ering the pure reality of one's own existence and that of the universe. It
gives Zen practitioners a jumping board to go into the inner depth of Being
Itself. In the opening chapter of the famous Koan-book, “Mumon-kan,”
there is a short dialogue between abbot Joshu and his monk.

A monk asked abbot Joshu, “Is there a Buddha nature in dogs?”
Joshu answered, “Nothing.”6

In such a dialogue of Koan, the keyword “nothing” can be a catalyst to
evoke one’s awareness of reality. So Buddhists do not admit that the
concept of “nothing” is destructive and has no real activity of mind. No
wonder we are concerned with the Buddhist’s translation of the Divine
Love and Wisdom n. 82 text, which could never be concordant with his
conviction.

Now Suzuki translated the following, given phonetically and in En-
glish below.

Phonetic: “Mu to iu kangae wa mukei nari. Kokoro wa mu ni todomaru koto
atawazareba nari tote, mu no gainen ni tsuki keikoku suru
tokoro ariki” (Italic added).7

6 Takashi Hirata, Zen no Goroku l8 —Mumonkan (Tsukuma Shobo, l986), p. l5.
7 Emanuel Swedenborg, “Shinchi to Shin-ai” in Suzuki-Daisetsu Zenshu Dai-25-kan (transl.

D. T. Suzuki) (Iwanami-shoten, 1982), p. 54.
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English: “He has warned against the concept of nothingness because
this idea is groundless and the mind cannot dwell in this concept”
(Italic added).

Suzuki described nothingness as “groundless,” saying that “the mind
cannot dwell in it” or that its contemplation represents “no real activity of
mind.” It is clear that he gave a misleading paraphrase from which the
readers may have an obscure notion of what Newton really said. Suzuki
seems to have kept his identity as a Buddhist, when he translated a book
written by a Christian author. However, we regret to say that he was not a
perfectly reliable translator.

II
DESCARTES AND ZEN

Modern rationalism started from Descartes’ thesis which says, “I think,
therefore I am (cogito ergo sum).” For more than fifteen hundred years,
Western people had no doubt about the theoretical integrity of Aristote-
lian philosophy. It presumed the existence of human beings and the world
as an accepted premise. However, as modern natural sciences developed
and the British empiricists asserted that truths must be proved by experi-
ments, a new rationalism in Europe emerged to cope with the scientific
positivism. While the empiricists placed their criterion of truth upon
sensual experiences, the rationalists put their standard upon the inner
evidence in a state of clear consciousness. Descartes was provisionally
skeptic in his epistemological quest. He doubted everything which was
naively admitted, including his self-existence. This may be called a meth-
odological skepticism. He wanted to reconfirm what was presumably
known by our common sense.

In meditation, he reached the point where he was convinced of an
initial truth by saying in effect “I am wondering whether or not I really
exist, but I never can doubt that I am now in doubt. I never can doubt that
I doubt. This wondering action must have an agent, because no action
could be given without one; otherwise, it would be an absolute self-
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contradiction. So I think, therefore, I am.” For him self-existence was a
logical conclusion.8

The above Cartesian thesis is totally opposite to what Zen Buddhism
teaches. According to the standard of Zen discipline, the discovery of
Ego’s existence cannot be attained by anyone in such a tautological
conceptualization as Descartes did. Truth is attained not through dualistic
subject-object antithesis. Instead, only through a total negation of dualistic
thinking, i.e. an absolute denial of ratiocination.

A Zen Buddhist might say the following:

“I think, therefore I never know whether I exist or not,” because
my thought, which comes from Ego-centric cogitation, is based
upon falsehood. I would rather prefer to say, “I do not think,
therefore I am.” In such a statement I would stand upon the sheer
reality of self-annihilation, and I see my own existence as a Sunyata
(void).

There is an old tale of Shakyamuni’s birth. A legend says: Immediately
after he was born, he exclaimed, “I am the sole Ego-existence in heaven
and on earth.” Shakyamuni’s birth-cry is quite different from the Carte-
sian epistemological assertion. As mentioned above, Buddhists can con-
firm their existence, only when, with a genuine insight, they see into Being
through absolute denial of self-being. Through their own nothingness,
they see everything.

III
AN ENCOUNTER OF CHRISTIANITY WITH ZEN BUDDHISM

We cannot think of any author other than Suzuki as a pioneer of
Buddhistic encounter with Christianity. Even disregarding his transla-
tions of four books of Emanuel Swedenborg in l9l0-l5, he opened a dia-
logue between Zen Buddhism and Christian mysticism in his book
Mysticism—Christian and Buddhist (l957). Earlier in the period l910-20s, he

8 Dekaruto, Hoho-josetsu (transl. Taro Ochiai) (Iwanami-shoten, l970), p. 45 & 189-197.
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taught William Blake in the Gakushuin (an educational institution for
children of the imperial family and the nobility), and in the period l930-
40s, he gave lectures on Rudolf Otto, William James, Protinos, and Chris-
tian mysticism, and other inter-religious issues at Otani (Buddhist)
University in Kyoto.9

We had two noted Jesuit scholars working as missionaries in Japan
who made remarkable contributions to this field: Heinrich Dumoulin’s
Zen, Geschichte and Gestalt (l959),10 and Hugo M. Enomiya-Lassalle’s Zen-
Weg zur erleuchtung (l960).11 Both started a Zen-quest soon after World War
II, and their German works were immediately translated into English and
other languages.

Prof. Dumoulin at Sophia (Jesuit) University accomplished his volu-
minous book as a full-scale history of Zen Buddhism. He also is the
translator of the well-known Koan-book, namely Mumonkan. Fr. Hugo
Lassalle, alias Makibi Enomiya (Japanese-nationalized), built a Zen con-
templation hall “Shinmei-kutsu (God-contemplation-cave)” in a suburb of
Tokyo. In addition to introducing Zen contemplation to Catholics in Eu-
rope, he played a role in Japan as a spiritual guide and Gaijin Zen-master
for Christian Satori-seekers. His books were widely circulated. He trav-
eled Europe lecturing around Catholic monasteries,12 when a group of the
Japanese Buddhist priests visited several monasteries in Europe.

We should never ignore an American Trappist monk, Thomas Merton,
whose energetic seeking-spirit impressed concerned people with the cross-
religious interplay between Christian mysticism and Zen Buddhism. He
published Mystics and Zen Masters (l967) and many others.13 We can men-
tion other authors who wrote about the topic of inter-religious encounters
and dialogues, but the above pioneers were those who have paved the
way for the coming age of ecumenism. No wonder, however, that such
dialogues did not draw the attention of Protestant ecumenisists, because

9 Suzuki Daisetsu, “Nenpu” in Suzuki-Daisetsu-Zenshu Dai-32-kan, (Iwanami- Shoten1983),
p. 547-562.

10 See Bibliography for other books by the same author.
11 See Bibliography for the same author’s books.
12 Cf. H. M. Enomiya Lassalle, Zen Meditation for Christians (1974). See Prologue.
13 See Bibiography.
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so far, Protestantism generally has not paid much attention to mysticism
in general, which to them seems to imply paganistic pantheism, and which
could sever the people from the Biblical message or the essential kerygma
(one message) of Christian churches.

We also should mention Fr. Kakichi Kadowaki, who as a Japanese
priest of the Jesuit Society accomplished Satori-state under the guidance of
the professional Zen master of the Rinzai school. His 60 years of religious
life was characterized by a miraculous combination of the Jesuit disciple-
ship based on Ignatius’s “Spiritual Exercises” and the repeated Dhyana
training at the Zen temples in Japan. He seems to have a vocational
commitment in juxtapositional experiences of Christian mysticism and of
the Prajna enlightenment of Zen Buddhism.14

Before discussing the Zen practice and its Satori within the
Swedenborgian context, a question might arise whether Emanuel Swe-
denborg was a mystic, and whether his theological writings are part of
Christian mysticism. In Swedenborg’s terminology we often find such
terms as “truth,” “miracles,” “spiritual,” and “celestial,” but none such as
“mystic” or “mysticism.” Since his call to theological authorship is uniquely
shown in rendering the spiritual and celestial senses of Divine Truths into
the humanly-intelligible words (“Nunc Licet,” TCR 508:3), we know why
he avoided words having mystical flavors. As far as we recognize in him
no flavor of mysticism, he should not be called a mystic either. But in so far
as Swedenborg had such mystic experiences as an ecstatic communion
with the Lord or heavenly angels in prayers and mediation, we may
recognize him as one of the Christian mystics in the Lord’s history of
human salvation.15

We have another question which might arise asking whether or not
Zen is a form of mysticism. Suzuki affirms that Zen is mystical, but further
states that Far-Eastern mysticism is quite different not only from Western

14 One of his books was translated into English. See Bibliography.
15 Cf., Swedenborg’s Journal of Dreams (ed. William R. Woofenden) (New York: Swedenborg

Foundation, Inc., 1977), pp. l5-26. If mysticism is defined as being based upon some ineffable
experiences in one's personal communication with the Divine, Swedenborg should be recog-
nized as one of the mystics, especially by seeing the above diary on April, 6-7 (ns. 49-81).
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mysticism but also from Indian as well. It is simple and practical.l6 Dumoulin
insinuates that the Zen practice and its Satori aim for a kind of mystic state
in the natural level, so he says that Zen is “Buddhist Gnosis.”17 Enomiya-
Lassalle prefers to put emphasis upon a common denominator between
the Satori experience and Christian mystic experiences. Both are guided
and disposed by the loving hand of one God the Creator. To this question
we never can expect any clear-cut answers, because the Satori experiences
as well as Christian mystic experiences18 are of such great variety and both
transcend human tongues and thoughts.19

IV
ZEN IN SWEDENBORGIAN CONTEXT

This article started by pointing out that the first Japanese translation of
the Divine Love and Wisdom commingles a few misleading notions in n. 82
in terms of Newton’s narration about the concept of nothing. However, it
is from such a passage that Suzuki’s conflict as a Buddhist could be
manifest, although no one is allowed to distort an original meaning of the
text. As mentioned, the concept of nothingness for Buddhists is paradoxi-
cally constructive instead of “destructive,” and it incurs a most thrilling
activity of mind, rather than being a state of “no real activity of mind”
(DLW 82).

We now have to proceed further and check if Buddhistic interpreta-
tion could be congruent with what Swedenborg wrote in his books. He
spent many pages describing how human regeneration is carried on. If

16 For seeing Zen as an unique mysticism, cf. D. T. Suzuki, Introduction to Zen Buddhism
(New York: Grove Press, l964), pp. 35-36.

17 Cf. H. Dumoulin, Christianity Meets Buddhism (1974), p. l33.
18 K. Kadowaki, Zen to Kirisuto-kyo (Tokyo: Sohgensha,1975), p.204, in which Fr. Enomiya-

Lassalle mentions that Zen Buddhists and Christians have the qualitatively same experience
in view of its purely experiential phenomenon of one’s being saved.

19 In his scientific period of 1740, Swedenborg wrote as follows:

…and to speak, for instance, of the representation of the universe, the intuition of ends,
the consciousness of things, the determinant principle of reason; which hardly allow
of being expressed and explained, save by the mute signs of a universal mathesis. (See
E. Swedenborg, The Economy of the Animal Kingdom, (New York: The New Church
Press, l955), vol. 2, p. 259.)
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Swedenborg’s writings are divinely revealed as he claims, his heavenly
doctrines must encompass therein all the highest wisdom of human
thought, and they should have something in common, in a higher level,
with Zen Buddhism and other world religions. And as long as Buddhism
is one of the great religions of the world, it is worthwhile for anybody to
seek a new holistic perspective which would comprehend Buddhistic
Prajna (intuitive wisdom) as well.20

1. Respiration

According to Arcana Coelestia the story of Adam and Eve before the fall
represents the people of the most ancient church. Then, human beings
enjoyed intercommunicative life with angels in heaven as receptacles of
Divine Love and Wisdom. It was actually the Golden Age on earth (AC
5658-2, AR 211). They did communicate with each other in a soundless
conversation. Their way of respiration was internal so that their mutual
communications were externally tacit, but expressed with their lips and
faces. We read:

The internal respiration…advanced from the navel toward the
heart, and so through the lips, without sound; and…it (entered)
into the ear of another...by a passage…now called the Eustachian
tube…And…by such speech they could much more fully express
the sentiments of the mind and the ideas of thought…[W]hatever
they thought shone forth from their faces and eyes, which were
varied conformably…They could by no means put on an expres-

20 Mysticism is characterized by its visual penetration through all beings and the universe,
so that what a mystic sees is beyond human tongues. Swedenborg states,

…for in higher ideas, much more in the highest, things occur too ineffable to be
represented by common ideas. (Economy of Animal Kingdom, vol. 2, p. 203)

The Buddhistic wisdom Prajna, which is incomprehensible by human tongues, also reminds
us of the speech of angels in heaven, which Swedenborg describes in, Heaven and Hell n. 239 as
follows:

their speech is so full of wisdom that they can express in a single word what man cannot
express in a thousand words.
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sion of countenance different from what which was in agreement
with their thoughts. (AC 1118)

They were celestial human beings on earth. The internal respiration
was the way they breathed and communicated. They had communications
also with heaven, in which their accompanying angels respired in the
same way as they did (AC 1119). However, human respirations, as time
passed, changed from an angelic to a diabolic state. Swedenborg wrote:

[Their respiration] receded more toward the back region, and
toward the abdomen, thus more outward and downward; and
that…immediately before the flood, scarcely anything of internal
respiration remained…[E]xternal respiration then began, and with
it articulate sound, or the language of spoken words…[W]hen
there was no love and no faith, but a persuasion of falsity, internal
respiration ceased; and with this, the immediate communication
with angels and perception. (AC 1120)

Zen practice of lotus-style sitting is called Dhyana. Etymologically, the
Chinese word Zen came from this Dhyana in Sanskrit. Originally it is a
specific bodily position most adequate for long-time endurance, through
which the practitioners seek the Buddhistic enlightenment or awakening
called Satori, the state of Nirvana. When one sits on a small sitting mat-
tress called a Zafu, a Zen discipline begins with a conscious adjustment of
his own respiration. There are several ways or techniques in respiratory
adjustment according to the custom of different schools of Zen Buddhism,
but generally recommended is  Tanden (“abdominal”) respira-
tion.21 While sitting and breathing, no one talks nor moves.

According to the Rinzai school, one should concentrate all his psychic
energy upon a Koan, a thematic riddle given by his master. He focuses his
mind, for example upon abbot Joshu’s “nothingness,” as mentioned above.
He makes utmost effort to incorporate himself with this one Koan without

21 “Tanden” indicates a spot about one inch below the navel.
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detraction. The given Koan should be repeatedly masticated, as if it were
to become a part of his own body.

On the other hand, the Sotoh School recommends the practitioners to
count numbers from one to ten persistently and repeatedly, or just be
aware of his own breathing rhythm in a highly attentive alertness, and so
forth. In both ways of Zen practice, the practitioner’s aim is to empty his
brain of all mindfulness in a vacant awareness, until finally he sees his
Ego-shell broken and attains a small sparkle of Satori enlightenment.

We can never know whether the Buddhistic abdominal respiration is
related to what Swedenborg wrote about in the change from internal to
external respiration in the ancient people. But the above ideas in Arcana
Coelestia 1118-20 are noteworthy, especially

[The ancient’s respiration] receded…toward the abdomen, thus
more outward and downward…until finally…scarcely anything
of internal respiration remained. (AC 1120)

The most ancient people were degenerated by choosing the sensual, in-
stead of the spiritual and celestial, so that their way of respiration changed
from inward-cardio-pulmonary to outward-abdominal.

Let me quote from Swedenborg’s diary:

I was afterwards admitted into the company of those of this
character, from whence respiration flowed in, that I might know
their quality; the respiration was then separated from the pectoral
region, and removed to the abdominal about the naval, nor did it
extend itself any further; and this signifies a life separated from
good and truth. (SD 3464)

He says that the abdominal respiration represents a life separated
from good and truth. It is a sign of the degeneration of human beings. It
may be permissible to think that human regeneration, if at all, should start
from the adjustment of physical respiratory function. Do we have to adjust
our outward-abdominal respiration first for making a new physio-psychic
balance and harmony? The degeneration occurred in its totality: the soul
and body as a whole. So regeneration also must start from their totality:
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the soul and body as a whole. Our physio-corporeal existence is also
degenerate, and it seeks a salvation through being regenerate. May we
imagine that the Buddhistic Dhyana, sitting with harmonious respiration,
is a sign of corporeal longing for the internal respiration which our ances-
tors once had?

Incidentally, as far as I know, Christian devotions have never thought
of respiratory adjustment in religious disciplines, either in traditional or
modern ways of prayer and contemplation. Devotion should be spiritual
and mental, but it also should be based on the sensual and corporeal.

2. Separation of the Intellect from the Will

We already know through our daily experiences that the intellectual
part and will part function separately. We talk and behave not always
according to what our intellect admonishes, and we often do what our
intellect prohibits. While our will is directed but not kindled by what the
truth teaches, it is often kindled by the desire of a blind passion. In our
speech, behavior and actions, truths and goods are not conjoined, and
either one or both act separately from the other. Or, in the worst case, we
talk and behave entirely apart from both truth and good. The separation of
the intellect from the will was permitted by the Lord, when human beings
became degenerate at the end of the Golden Age. Swedenborg wrote:

…when man’s will part had become wholly corrupt, the Lord
miraculously separated the Own of his intellectual part from that
corrupt Own of his will part, and in the Own of his intellectual
part He formed a new will, which is conscience. (AC 1023)

Now, how then are human beings able to be regenerate, or to retrieve
the former state of harmonious unity of intellect and will? Do we have to
be created anew?

…man’s will part is being removed. The possibility of its removal
is effected by means of temptations, and by many other means of
regeneration. (AC 1044)
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It is, as it were, a Divine surgical operation by which the corrupt will is
cut off and a new will is implanted in the intellect. The more each indi-
vidual endeavors in conquering the hellish inclination of evil, the more
this implantation is performed. Then the regeneration gradually proceeds
with the heavenly help of Divine intervention.

…in proportion as there is the presence of the Lord in the Own of
the understanding, in the same proportion the Own of the will can
be removed. The case herein is exactly as it is with heaven and
hell. The intellectual part of the regenerated man, from charity, in
which the Lord is present, is heaven; his will part is hell. (AC 1044)

Swedenborg further added:

Temptations and the like means of regeneration cause the Own of
man’s will part to be quiescent, to become as nothing, and as it were to
die. (AC 1023, emphasis added)

In Zen discipline, the practitioners’ trial is to empty their minds of all
mental operations. Their total denial of dualistic conceptualization and
ratiocination shows that their Satori can never be attained by thoughts,
ideologies, beliefs, and so on. That is why they have no dogmas nor
doctrines, except for the most fundamental knowledge of Zen principles,
which are more practical and personal than theoretical.

There are two basic axioms in Zen Buddhism. One is 
(Furyuu- monji), which means that the Zen practitioners should not rely
upon the written letters. Buddhistic wisdom of Satori-awakening cannot
be attained by reading books, accepting the doctrines, or literary
knowledges. The other axiom is  (Kyoogai-betsuden),
which implies that the truth is handed down from a source other than
books, i.e. from one’s Zen-master under whom he is trained.

One of the reasons why they reject rationalistic dualism is that what-
ever they imagine, think, understand and judge, is all based upon false-
hood. They call these judgments  (funbetsu), and its totality of
mental operation is  (mumyoo). They cannot attain to the state of
Nirvana without being extricated from all these false understandings.
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Self-evacuation, self-annihilation and self-stultification, so-to-speak, are
thought to be indispensable means to have a new insight of Universal
Being in Satori.

In the above sense, Buddhism in general does not have such convic-
tion as the tacit premise taught in the West that the human faculty of
reasoning has some divine seed in itself, as that of “logos spermaticos” in
Stoic philosophy. Even though the postlapsarian ancestors could keep, by
the Divine Disposition, their integrity of the intellect separated from the
degenerate will, the intellect itself, as far as it is separated from love, can
never see truths as they are, because we know that faith separated from
love cannot be a true faith any more (NJHD 108). In addition, the human
intellect is always guided by the sphere of its own will, i.e. its feelings and
emotions (AE 1175: 3,4). As mentioned, if Zen practice presupposes ab-
dominal respiration, their life is not only the intellect separated from the
will, but also both are already totally separated from truth and good. No
wonder that Zen Buddhism absolutely rejects intellectual operations in
order to attain Satori.

3. Nothingness and Great Death

We are now at the most crucial point where we are hypothetically
groping to know how the Zen discipline and its self-annihilation are
related to the regeneration which Swedenborg often mentions in his writ-
ings. As mentioned before, Swedenborg pointed out that, in the process of
one’s regeneration, the will part will be quiescent, become as nothing, and
as it were die (AC 1023).

During the period of Zen practice, no practitioner can escape from
repeated frustration, embarrassment, and bewilderment. Normally, for
the practitioner’s discipline, many Zen temples regularly open sessions
which last from three to eight days, depending on the master’s yearly
calendar and candidate’s desires. Let me present one example of a group
session.

Their daily schedule is all set up from early morning until night.
Zazen (a lotus-style sitting) is repeated nine sessions a day (presuming one
session lasts for one hour). In one session, 40 minutes are for an unmov-
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able quiet sitting, and 20 minutes for a group walking in a line. After
getting up at 4 o’clock, for instance, they have one session before breakfast,
and after breakfast and casual work in the garden, three sessions until
noon. After lunch they have four sessions until supper, and after supper
one session; and the total is nine. They keep complete silence for the whole
period of the sessions. Each practitioner visits the master’s room for a
short interview and counseling once a day. He is encouraged and advised,
and sometimes scolded by the master. But in any case the practitioners
must trust the master’s guidance with whole-hearted confidence. Other-
wise, they can never experience a successful discipline from the sessions.

Oftentimes, the process of Satori-seeking is illustrated by 
Juukuyu-zu (“The Ten Oxherding Pictures”), which means ten grades
until a novice attains the ultimate goal of Satori. In the first picture, a
farmer looks for a lost ox, but he never sees anything. This is the
practitioner’s initial stage of Zen, and he never knows anything except
that he looks for enlightenment. In the second picture, a farmer finds some
footsteps of the lost ox. He tries to trace them. In the third picture he finds
a part of the back of the ox and still continues following…In the sixth
picture, the farmer is on the ox’s back and plays a flute on it…In the
seventh picture, he comes back to his former ordinary life, sitting in the
garden. The eighth is a void, i.e. nothing. In the ninth a blooming tree
stands and nothing else. In the tenth picture he meets Buddha in Nir-
vana.22 The practitioner is now home for daily living, as if he had no
specific experience of Satori. This is Satori-life. During the eight-day ses-
sions, for example, we are told few come to be in the second stage, much
less in the third stage. They have to repeat such periodical sessions from
time to time, until they are convinced of their own Satori, guaranteed by
the master.

All through these practices, the practitioner should make utmost en-
deavor to evacuate his mind. He should avoid all distractions, conscious
imaginations, meditations and deliberations; but still keep intensive alert-
ness and attentiveness. This should be a severe inner fight against himself
for making, as it were, a vacuum in the mind. After some time, 

22 D. T. Suzuki, Manual of Zen Buddhism (New York: Grove Press,1960), pp. l27-134.
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Makyoo (“the realm of devils”), which emerges from subconsciousness,
invades him. That is the main reason why the Zen practitioners need
guides and advisers. Otherwise, they will fall into mental damage and
insanity, or a pseudo-enlightenment.

In the Rinzai school of Zen Buddhism, the master gives a practitioner a
Koan, which seems to be an enigmatic riddle. For example, “You must
listen to one hand-clapping sound” (made by Zen-master Hakuin), al-
though we normally hear two hands clapping.23 The practitioner brings
the Koan back to his sitting place and concentrates all his mental energy
into one particular Koan throughout the sessions. Struggling with all
contradictions, bewilderments and doubts, his mind is tortured and pen-
etrated by dilemmas, or as it were stultified and annihilated. And he
perceives his total worthlessness, called  (Dai-gidan—“Great
doubt”). This doubt overflows his mind until finally it leads him to a

 (Taishi-ichiban—“Great Death”).
The above is a rough outline of a year-long mental process until one

comes to be with nothingness, and dies. But has this something to do with
a regeneration process as Swedenborg writes on this subject? He mentions
that through temptations the evil will finally be quiescent and become
nothing, as if it dies out. Of course we have to be particularly careful in
comparing Zen nothingness with what Swedenborg wrote about the pro-
cess of regeneration through temptation, or else we might conglomerate
both experiences into a chaotic indistinctness. But it is at least true that in
both, one is led to a state of nothingness and dies for a new state of life.

V
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

1. Self-compulsion

Swedenborg states that for conquering temptations which come with
a hellish influx, one must compel himself to shun evil and act against evil
tendencies. We do not overstate the case even when we assert that self-

23 Hakuin (1685-1768) is one of the most well-known Zen masters in Japan, renowned for
writing a systematic Koan collection.
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compulsion is a key-word for regeneration, because human beings are all
created by the Lord to go to heaven, if they do not resist with an offending
force. In Zen discipline, they never speak of self-compulsion, but they
actually practice a self-compulsion in mental evacuation. In the Sotoh Zen
in particular, the practitioner has to compel himself not to think of any-
thing but keep himself in high alertness. He forces himself not to let any
guessing and thinking flow into his mind. In Rinzai School, also, the
practitioner compels himself to solve the Koan given by the master. In a
Swedenborgian context, their mental struggle means a voluntary self-
enforcement to stop whatever is unnecessary from flowing into their
minds, because influxes in general are all contaminated with hellish evils
and falsehoods. And Buddhists say that human  (Funbetsu—
“judgments and understandings”) are all what they call  (Mayoi—
“infatuation and misleading”).

2. Total Contamination

Swedenborg often states in his writings that the proprium (one’s
selfhood) is evil itself. That is to say, our old Ego is totally contaminated by
hereditary and our own evils. No one can be regenerated without tempta-
tions and self-compulsion by shunning evils and doing goods. In terms of
the totality of evils of the proprium, Calvinistic total depravity of human
nature24 is not so much different from the New Church doctrine, except
their solafideism abolishes all human debts, as it were, by a free-ride
salvation through one’s faith in Christ’s redemptive work. Buddhism at
large also insists on the evils of human nature in lusts, desires and thoughts,
but they do not talk about anything of the personal God, from Whom, as
Christian faith asserts, all goods are to come to man. And Swedenborg also
reiterated that all good comes from the Lord alone, and that good is
imputed to him by the Lord, only when one imputes all good to the Lord
alone (AC 9715:2, CL 485:2).

24 See John Calvin, The Institute of the Christian Religion, pt. 2, ch. 3, in which the author
emphasizes the total depravity of human nature from which nothing comes but what is
punishable.
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3. Nothingness & Death

It is very meaningful that we have the passage which says that through
temptations one’s old will becomes quiescent, as nothing and, as it were,
dies (AC 1023). Swedenborg does not say the will becomes nothing, “but
the will becomes as nothing” (sicut nullum fiat), nor that the will dies, but
that the will “as it were dies” (quasi moriatur), just as one’s proprium,
whether it is good or evil, does not perish but lives in heaven or hell
forever. We can rightly say that the evil proprium becomes gradually
powerless as we shun evils in temptations, until it looks like a dead corpse,
and the new will emerges from the truth-seeking intellect by the Lord’s
intervention.

Now we have to compare the above “nothing and death” with those of
Zen Buddhism mentioned above. In Zen practice, they also experience
“nothing and death” of themselves. Generally, Zen practitioners do not
trust theories or prescriptions about one’s experience, but they trust their
ad hoc experience only. If they actually perceive their nothingness, this
nothing is their own sincere experience of nothingness perceived only
after long conflicts and struggles, as if they were in severe hellish tempta-
tions.

Their nothing is as if they looked into their own existential void and
saw their self-annihilated state of mind. Their expressions in negative
terms signifies that their sheer perception of void is vivid and self-ori-
ented. They do not see anything in themselves but the negation of selfhood.
They see themselves as dead. In a way, “their nothing and death” is very
existential and experiential. However, we know Swedenborg’s expression
of “nothing and death” is more or less metaphoric, because he puts “as
(ut)” before nothing, and “as it were (quasi)” before death. The angels in
heavens see that all goods are from the Lord alone. They do not look for
rewards or merits, which were to be gained by their own deeds, because
they know very well that their thoughts, speeches, actions, and all their life
are constantly sustained by the Lord alone, and if not, their life will be
instantly lost (cf. DP 3:2).

Most probably, a practitioner of Zen and a man in temptations for
regeneration, as far as they are in the “nothing and death” state, have very
similar states of mind in terms of their psychological phenomena. But
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these similar experiences are different in terms of the goal and intention
which each has in mind. The aim in the Zen practitioner’s mind is Satori or
Prajna, the highest Buddhistic wisdom, while a man in regeneration aims
to be a heavenly angel as a genuine vessel of the Divine Love and Wisdom.

We know that Swedenborg often states that human beings are vessels
or receptacles. In Divine Love and Wisdom for example, we often find such
verses as:

man is not life, but is a recipient of life. (DLW 6)

The receptacles and abodes for Himself, called will and under-
standing, have been created and formed by the Lord in man; the
will for his Divine love, and the understanding for his Divine
wisdom. (DLW 358)

Let me point out that Swedenborg’s receptacle, recipient, vessel, etc.
has an ontological similarity with Buddhistic “Sunyata” (nothingness,
void, emptiness, etc.), because, when we see that man is not life, or man is
lifeless in se, it necessarily follows that man is dead in se. Buddhistic
Sunyata is not an abstract concept, but an existential sign of one’s aware-
ness of this lifeless void in himself. The etymological origin of “Su” in
“Sunyata” is a void or privation caused by a centrifugal swelling.25

4. The Satori-Nirvana State

Except for a very few, Zen Buddhists reject the idea of writing about
their own Satori-experience, because it is ineffable and indescribable.
Among a few exceptions, Kohsen Imakita’s (1815-1892) diary is left. Therein
this well-known abbot at Engakuji temple, Kamakura, wrote as follows:

One night when I was engaged in Zen, a boundary between the
prior and the posterior was suddenly cut off. I entered the blessed
realm of the exceedingly wonderful. I found myself, as it were, on
the ground of the Great Death, and no awareness upon Being of
all things and of Ego remained. Only I felt how the spirit in my

25 Gen Nakamura, et al., Iwanami-Bukkyo-Jiten (Iwanami-shoten, l993), p.196.
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body extended itself to ten thousand worlds. And the infinite
splendor of light arose. After a short while, I breathed again. In a
flash, seeing, hearing, speaking and moving were different from
my daily life. As I sought the supreme truth and the wonderful
meaning of the universe, my own self was clear, and things ap-
peared bright…Then I exclaimed, A million of books are just as a
candle-light in the sunshine. Oh, wonderful, wonderful.26

We notice in the above that his Great Death was almost simultaneous
with his Satori-awakening, as if a tight shell was suddenly broken and a
new light shone forth, and that he tasted an ineffable bliss.

We can quote some similar experiences in Catholic mystics such as in
Teresa of Avilla, John of the Cross and others, but their experiences are
always based on the personal relationship with the Trinitarian God. If we
describe Christian mysticism as “personal,” Satori in Zen would be “im-
personal” mysticism.

How, then, Swedenborg differs from such mystics is that, even though
his normal life was bi-worldly, especially after his vocational awareness
around 1745,27 he still avoided the use of mystical words even in the midst
of communication with spirits and angels. In his private diaries too, we
seldom see passages in which he expressed ineffable joys or mystical
dialogues with the Lord or angels.28

In my last analysis, I will hypothetically ask myself how Prajna (Bud-
dhistic wisdom) and its Nirvana state are different or similar to the state of
the people in the Golden Age, or the Most Ancient Church, in which they
constantly communicated with heavenly angels, being the purest recep-
tacles of the Divine Love and Wisdom. Let me ask myself, furthermore, if
the Zen practitioners in Satori have a temporary but tacit communication
with the heavenly angels. Is this not permitted by the Lord, who is the
Lord of heavenly angels, the Lord of the Universal Church and the Lord of

26 Japanese translation by the writer from D. T. Suzukis “Imakita Kohsen” in Suzuki-
Daisetsu-Zenshuu (Iwanami-shoten, 1982), vol. 26, p. 203.

27 Cf. Alfred Acton, An Introduction to the Word Explained, pp.40-43.
28 Cf. William R. Woofenden (ed.), Dreams. Despite the seeming contradiction to what I

said in note l5 above, we have no evidences that Swedenborg used mystical words even within
the mystical experiences in communicating with the Lord or angels.
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all religions? As far as a man seeks the truth in sincerity by shunning evils,
does he ever miss a chance of initiating his regeneration within the (to-
them-still-unknown) Lord’s blessing and grace, in whatever way it may be
possible on earth? Nobody can deny that Zen practitioners have in mind
no other aims than to seek the truth by shunning mental and corporeal
disorders in human nature, even if they disregard anything transcenden-
tal such as God, angels, the world beyond.

Buddhistic nothingness, which is alien to nihilism as the world views
it, is a vivid experience of a great void emerging at the end of a persistent
quest. It is not a logical consequence, but an existential discovery in which
the seeker is. We can rather compare it with a heartfelt repentance which is
experienced during the first week of Spiritual Exercise by Ignatius Loyola,
for example.29 A devout Christian often cries after having seen his sins,
which are forgiven by God in repentance. As a psychic quality, the Great
Death in Zen is definitely different from regret or repentance, which is
always felt in reference to the personal relationship with the Loving God.
A Zen practitioner intuitively sees his own existential void or nothingness,
but simultaneously touches the Universal Being therewith in great joy and
delight. In Christian repentance, a joy does not come out so quickly, as if
they touched and felt it. Joy and delight, if felt, are generally perceived as
one’s conviction of their sins being forgiven by God’s mercifulness. Tears
are wiped off in joy, after one’s determination to live an improved, better
life.

Nevertheless, we can comprehend a Satori experience within the
Swedenborgian context in the following hypothesis: Satori happens, as it
were, as a psychic touch with an angelic flow from heaven. It happens as
something contemporaneous with a breakthrough of one’s subconscious-
ness.30 If we admit, partly from Swedenborg, that all human beings have

29 Ignatius Loyola, Thesaurus Spiritualis Societatis Jesu (Santander, l935), pp. 3l-45.
30 Cf. what Jung says in his Foreword to D. T. Suzuki, Introduction to Zen Buddhism, p.22,

in which he states as follows:

The amount of energy that is saved goes over to the unconscious, and reinforces its
natural supply up to a certain maximum. This increases the readiness of the uncon-
scious contents to break through to the conscious. Since the emptying and the closing
down of the conscious is no easy matter, a special training and an indefinitely long
period of time is necessary to produce that maximum of tension which leads to the final
break-through of unconscious contents into the conscious.
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remains of purity and innocence in their subconsciousness, which the
Most Ancient people once had, their Satori is a synchronous convergence
of a breakthrough of the subconscious shell with a heavenly flow from
above. It looks like a Buddhistic start of regeneration.

5. Invitation to the Grand Man

The Lord is the sole creator of heaven and earth, of all human beings,
of the heavenly kingdom and the Grand Man. Human beings are created
so that each of them is destined to be a part of the heavenly Grand Man
some day, unless their evil offenses against the Providence are willfully
done.

As time passed, men departed from the Lord’s Will and became
degenerate, but still they could see the truths by their intellect separated
from the evil will. Throughout human history, while the Word was trans-
mitted to later ages by chosen people, most human races were religio-
ethnically diversified. They became idolaters, atheists, pantheists,
polytheists, and modern sensual, materialistic techno-scientists. Now only
a very few internally belong to the Universal New Church.

Swedenborg states that the remnant of wisdom of the Ancient Church
had remained in a part of Asia (TCR 75), so their wisdom is still alive in
such world religions as Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism.31 If all
human beings have the same genetic origin and we have the Most Ancient
Church as our common ancestors, our view can be all-encompassing and,
as it were, holistic.

We are now in the age of ecumenical dialogue between religions. One
must avoid two extremes.

One extreme is: A certain religion is presumed as superior to the other,
and the latter is analyzed and classified according to the framework of the
former, in term of its orientation, tradition, history and cultural back-
ground. There could be no sincere dialogue between these two parties,
because their tenets are not shared as equal partners.

31 Cf. Prescott Rogers, “Philosophical and Ethical Movements Before the Lord’s First
Advent.” The New Philosophy (July-September, 1984), pp. 325-365.
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The other extreme: One thinks that religious evaluation is entirely
beyond human comprehension, so that no religion can be rightly judged
in comparison with another. The best one can do is just suspend one’s
judgement and conventionally disregard all differences. In that case, all
religious ideals and doctrines become of no importance, and all we have in
common is that we are human.

Neither one is adequate for a new advancement of religious dialogue
and ongoing contemporary ecumenism. In the former the superiority and
conceits are presumed, and in the latter is a chaotic conglomeration or at
best indifference of doctrines. If we go the third way between the two, we
must show our sincere participation with the others, not in dogmas, but in
experiences.

A METAPHORIC TALE

Suppose there are five brothers and five sisters who have lost their
parents. They find their father’s will in the box. It tells that each is to be
given a mountain-property from his ten in all. Each mountain has some-
thing valuable to be mined. The map is given to a geologist brother so that
he can show which is which. Only this geologist brother, who has climbed
each of the ten mountains, knows well where they are. So the nine others
give him the right to guide them to their properties.

The geologist brother knows well where they are, but these mountains
are not his property, so he cannot have conceit on account of his posses-
sion toward the other brothers and sisters. But as a geologist, as well as his
committed work for others, he ought to indicate which should belong to
each, by guiding them to their own. It requires a long and hard journey to
go together.

A New Church Swedenborgian has the same mission as such a geolo-
gist. His particular mountain as his property is more unique than others,
because of tons of precious metals, which he was convinced of, when he
once investigated. He had no knowledge about other mountains, but he
professionally knows where they are. Swedenborgians can indicate which
mountain belongs to whom, to remind other religious people of their
Father’s good will, and go with each to a particular mountain together. No
superiority and conceit should be in them, for they have a particular
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knowledge for a specific use: to let each know his/her own mountain
which the good Father gave to them. In addition, he must work harder for
guiding them to their mountains. This is what the geologist, but no others,
can do.

It is interesting to note that Swedenborg was once a geologist, the
Assessor of Mines, travelling around the mountains in Sweden, showing
how precious metals are mined for the common use of the nation. We are
also reminded of a Swedenborgian, Charles Bonney, who presided at the
opening congress of the first World’s Parliament of Religions held in
1893.32 Swedenborgians can be pioneers of inter-religious and inter-de-
nominational ecumenism.

EPILOGUE

Generally, Christian thinkers take nothingness as a concept without
objective validity, as do the angels and Newton mentioned in Divine Love
and Wisdom n. 82. Zen Buddhism however, although conventionally using
it, does not recognize it as an abstract concept. Nothingness is a verbal sign
of one’s immediate self-evidence.

In the grammar of the Japanese language, there are two particles
which indicate the subject of a sentence: WA and GA. When you say,
“Rain falls” in Japanese, you have two possible sentences: “Ame wa futte
iru” and “Ame ga futte iru.” For an ordinary translation of the English
“Rain falls,” the WA-sentence is preferable, as far as you state that “it is
raining” as a narration. But when you show what you are vividly experi-
encing with your eyes, the GA-sentence is preferable. We say the particle
GA is a sign of the experiential discovery, just as you say “Look, it is
raining!”

Nothingness in Zen Buddhism is a verbal sign which works as a
catalyst for discovering one’s own empty void which may be discovered
after a long Dhyana of mental evacuation. If this discovery happens
simultaneously with a new discovery of the Universal Being, these both

32 The latest “Parliament of the World's Religions” was held in Chicago, August 28-Sept.
5, l993. See The Messenger (Dec., l993), Newton, Massachusetts, Swedenborgian Church of
North America.
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are marvelously congruent with what Swedenborg mentioned repeatedly:
The evil proprium is recognized to be dying, while one knows that all
goods are from the Lord. The higher the heaven you are in, the more you
think less about yourself, and the more it is acknowledged that all goods
are from the Lord alone. Death of the old and life for new happen at the
same time.

The practitioner of Zen Buddhism is in his own regeneration process,
until finally he will be a part of the Grand Man some day. 
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